hello everyone happy Thanksgiving from the International Space Station I hope everyone's gonna have a wonderful Thanksgiving this year with family and friends it's gonna be a little bit different for us up here in space but I'm gonna try to make it as much like home as as we can our crew is going to have a Thanksgiving dinner it is a work day for us so we're not going to get the day off like most folks do and in the United States but we're going to work all day and then we're gonna have a an evening big dinner
full of most of the things that you're gonna have at your table let me show you a few of those so of course we're gonna have our foods a little bit different so here's our turkey right here so it's gonna be in a pouch we'll heat this up and it'll taste really good just like you're having it at home a few more items we've got cherry blueberry cobbler for dessert so that's gonna be awesome let's see one of our side dishes is candied yams that's something else will heat up obviously and now we have some dehydrated food as well but it's gonna
make the Thanksgiving meal that much

more special to simulate being at home

with our families this is our cornbread

dressing that we will obviously put some

water in and heat it up and it'll taste

really good I'm sure

followed by green beans and mushrooms we

can't have can't have a Thanksgiving

meal without some green beans and the

last item we're gonna have is mashed

potatoes also comes in a small package

that we will rehydrate and have a good

meal with that I'm from I'm from Atlanta

so I can't have Thanksgiving dinner

so I can't have Thanksgiving dinner
without having some sweet tea in our case we have sweet tea with lemon

in this drink packet that we're gonna have I keep saying we because I've kind of made this meal for our entire crew

we're gonna have me and Peggy Whitson which is the other American that's going to be here for the meal the other person is a French astronaut and then we're gonna have three cosmonauts from Russia and we're all going to be enjoying Thanksgiving dinner we're obviously going to be talking about what Thanksgiving means to us what we're thankful for and sharing the tradition
with our French and Russian colleagues because they you know in general don't participate in these kind of holidays unless they happen to be in the US at the time of Thanksgiving so we're gonna have a great time of course Thanksgiving in my world is not complete without some football so we're gonna have Mission Control send up some live football games so as to for us to watch to complete the experience of Thanksgiving I hope you all have something very special to be thankful for we do we're very safe up here we're
gonna have a great time enjoying Thanksgiving dinner with our colleagues

take care and have a great day